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“Like an expert
physician, Glen Berteau
peels back the layers to
reveal healing is much
more than physical
restoration—it’s about
our relationship
with God.”
—Rev. Samuel
Rodriguez, lead pastor,
New Season; president,
NHCLC;
author, You Are Next!

Soon after writing this book, Pastor Glen Berteau suffered a cardiac arrest in the
parking lot outside his church and died. Following the trauma from a lack of oxygen
and repeated electric shocks to revive him, his chance of survival was extremely slim.
For five days, his family and friends refused the devastating prognosis—and prayed
the way he had taught them to pray.
Now, walking out his miracle, Pastor Glen wants to help other believers understand
the power we have in the spiritual realm to command mountains to move.
Is it God’s will to heal? And is it God’s will to heal you? Pastor Glen approaches these
questions with compassion, hope and firsthand insight. Countering seventeen
hindrances to prayer for healing, he breaks through misunderstanding regarding
God’s good intentions for His children. Berteau says, “Our faith has the power to move
mountains—why settle for less?”

“Berteau offers every believer a compelling and insightful look into the
roadblocks to healing. But more importantly, he lifts the veil so we might
clearly see our way to receiving our miracle. Spiritually engaging and alive
with God’s Word and testimony, this is a must read for those who are praying
for the hand of God to touch them.”
—Marcus D. Lamb, founder and president, Daystar Television Network
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